Strange Craft by W.D. and H.O. Wills
These cigarette cards are from a set of 50 called Strange Craft,
issued by Wills’s Cigarettes in 1931. Apart from their curiosity value, they may provide inspiration for that next model.
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No 11
An
Experimental
Craft
Counter-rotating Archimedean screws both provided flotation and enabled this vehicle, derived from a car, to propel itself in water or possibly across soft muddy ground. A speed
of up to 60mph was claimed, which would have been quite
commendable just for the original car.

Ensign’s report 1st December 2015
That’s just about it for another year - a year that’s seen more than its fare
share of thrown propellers, capsized hulls and lakeside gremlins. Here’s
to plain sailing in 2016.

No 43
A Steam
Submarine

Katsuotsuri fishing vessel
Don’s latest model is this Japanese fishing vessel (below).
The infamous British K-class submarines utilised steam engines as the only means of achieving a high surface speed (24
knots). Submerging was a fraught process as there were “too
many holes”, such as the funnels, which had to be sealed off.
A series of accidents lead to them becoming known as the
“Killer” class.
No 8
It is powered by a pulsating water engine (PWE) energised by
a flash steam boiler (FSB) fitted with engine sound augmentor (ESA), an arrangement popularly known as a pop-pop
or pouet-pouet or poof-poof boat, depending where you’re
from.
It has quite the
best performance
of any such boat
yet seen, and managed a sail out to
the marker buoy
and back.
In case you’ve forgotten how such an engine works, the side
of the box contains some helpful explanatory diagrams:

A Circular
Ironclad

Strange craft indeed, the two ships of this class, Novgorod and
Admiral Popoff, were early Russian ironclads with circular hulls
(slightly extended below the waterline). Intended for smooth
shalllow water, they were armed with
two 12” guns.
No 39
A Rotor Ship
The saga of the rotor ships is a long
one, full of promise that has yet to
be fulfilled. The vertical rotors are
powered by the ship’s engine(s), and
interact with the wind to provide
forward motion for the ship. Also
known as Flettner ships after the
German inventor, Anton Flettner.

